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Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev has firmly established industrial
modernization as a top priority. He and other Soviet leaders—including
some senior military officers have indicated that they believe this is the
key to improved economic performance and to the USSR's ability to
sustain the superpower status achieved through its mititars gains of the
past two decades.

Ciorbacher's plans call for boosting economic growth through massive
replacement of outdated plant and equipment and an emphasis on high-
technology industries. Both the general program goals he has laid out in
public speeches and the investment targets set forth in the 1986 Annual
Economic Plan would require record growth in the machinery allocated for
modernizing Soviet plant and equipment. The machinery needed for
industrial modernization is produced in the USSR in the machinery and
•metalworking sector which is also the primary source of production of
military hardware and consumer durables. Thus. Gorbachev's plans for
refurbishing the country's industrial base will, of necessity. involve more
heated competition with defense for many of the resources involved in the
production of weapons.

In the near term. the Soviet defense establishment is well positioned to
accommodate the shifts in machiners demand implied by the industrial
modernization program. Since the mid-I970s, major investments in de-
fense industrial facilities have resulted in a substantial expansion and
upgrading of defense industry. During this period. especially large addi-
tions to capacity have been made in the missile, aircraft, and tank
industries. As a consequence. most Soviet weapons expected to be delivered
to the Soviet forces through 1990 will be manufactured in plants already
built and operating. Indeed. serial production of most of these systems is al-
ready under was.

Competition tOr resources will be particularly intense. however, for some
basic materials and some intermediate goods. such as high-quality steel
and miertiprileessivs. and for skilled labor resources traditionally supplied
on a priority basis to militan production. This competition is likely to
result in some trade-tills at the margin. causing defense plants to make
some adiustments in their production schedules. Nevertheless. in view of
the immense sunk costs for plant and installed equipment in the defense
production fatalities. and the fact that these cannot by readily convened to
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civilian use, the industrial modernization goals are unlikely to significantly
impede the completion of the major deploy mcnts of strategic weapons that
the Soviets have programed through the I 980s.

At this stage. Gorbachev's economic policies appear to command wide-
spread political support both because of the consensus for the need to
revitalize the industrial base and because defense procurement programs
are largely unaffected in the near term. A number of senior military
officers, moreover, have declared that industrial modernization is necessary
if the USSR is to meet the technical challenge of the 1990s. The real test
of Gorbachev's support will come in two or three years when renewed
demands for expanding and renovating defense industries begin, as defense
industries have to start preparing to produce new generations of weapons.
How the Soviets are able to deal with their resource allocation problems
then will depend on their success during the next few years in raising
productivity. increasing the supply of advanced machinery. and building
more modern industrial facilities. If the expected gains in productivity have
not been realized. Gorbachev will have to deal with military leaders' asking
for more defense investment and with advocates of devoting even more
resources to modernization. On the other hand, if the industrial moderniza-
tion is successful, the l'SSR would be in a substantially better position to
meet the demands for more technologically advanced weapons.

In the meantime. Gorbachev a ppears to have settled on a foreign policy
course designed to support his domestic economic agenda. We think it
unlikely that the Sits lets attach critical economic importance to an arms
control agreement in the near term because the benefit to Gorbachev's
industrial modernization plans would not be great over the next few years.
But, by promoting a more relaxed atmosphere and a perception of arms
control opportunities. Gorbaches probably hopes to encourage downward
pressure on l . 5 defense spending and greater access to Western technology
and trade credits. To the extent he is successful. his ability to maintain the
momentum of the industrial modernization program will be enhanced
when the pressure mounts for more imesIment m plant and equipment for
defense later in the decade.
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Gorbacho's Moderni7ation
Program:
Implications for Defense

Gorbachev's Inheritance

A Strong Military
Since 1964, when Bruhnev came to power. Soviet
defense outlays have increased in real terms every
year. During 1965-75, for example a period during
which US defense spending declined in real terms
Soviet military expenditures increased by nearly 50
percent. Even in the following decade, when US
defense spending started to pick up. eumulative Soviet
defense outlays exceeded those of the United States
by more than 25 percent. or almost S500 billion (see
figure 114

Moscow's massive commitment of resources to de-
fense has been reflected in its procurement of military
hardware. Since 1973. Soviet strategic forces have
received 3.500 ICBMs and SI.BSIs. more than triple
the US number. Similar sweeping improvements oc-
curred in Soviet conventional forces, where the USSR
added large numbers of modern fighters. bombers.
and tanks. (See table 1 for a comparison of selected
military hardware procured by US and Soviet mili-
tary forces during 1974-X5

These sustained. large-scale purchases of military
hardware were made possible by the rapid growth in
the Soviet defense-industrial base. In the 	 t97li,7us.
the USSR stepped up the retooling of many of its
existing defense plants and built entirely new produc-
tion facilities to accommodate advanced special-
purpose tooling and equipment. This expansion in
capacity and technology supported production of a
new generation a significantly more advanced
weapons

A Troubled Econnm)
In contrast with thet SSW,. enormous military
might, the economy Gorbachev inherited had experi-
'Aced a decode of slowing grow th punctuated by
harvest failures. labor and ener g t shortages. and

Figure I
Estimated Dollar Cost of US and
Sot let Militar) Programs. 1976-85

I ssk

:•V'fi.soo

absolute dexlines in productivity isee figure 2o. Al-
though better weather and increased labor and man-
agement discipline helped improse performance after
19112. the antiquated nature of the USSR's industrial
base made sustained iniprovements unlikely. tAccord-
ing to one unofficial Soviet estimate, the stock of
machinery and equipment was 20 ■ cars old on aver-
age • Ciorbaches's predecessors themselves had argued
that, without an acceleration in producti v ity grossth.
the l. SSR would have trouble meeting the demand
for resources for defense. insestment. and consump-
tion

iiormoom
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Table I
l'S and USSR: Procurement of
Major Weapon Systems. 1974-85
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Soviet leaders mere especiall> concerned that the
USSR would continue hi trail in militar> to:1111.40o
In I9X2. then Chief of the General Staff Ogarkos
warned that, ilhout industrial moderni/ation. the
USSR's technical capabilities %%wild continue to lag
behind those of the West and that the Sim id t armed
forces would find it harder to meet their madam
responsibilities.1

Thus, one of 640ms:hes', principal challenges as
General Seeretar> m.o. Ii, lind the resources to u;r.
grade the count r> 's industrial h .4: ss idiom surrender-
ing the militia> gains ol the past 20 >ears In tact,
liorbaches probabl> 55.1' chosen to be ( ieneral Sere.
tar> in part because ol the behei iiiong it.11.ti11 tti the
%inlet elite that In: via. the best man to bring about a
resurgence of broml•based	 g r.

Corbin:hes% Moderniaation Straka>

The Basic Elements
Corbaches has rik:Useti his efforts souarels. and in our
%M55 co 	 Is. on increasing productivit>. His first
and most accessible target in his campaign to boost
productivit> ssas u hat he dubbed the human factor.
which led to the campaigns for discipline and against
corruption and alcoholism. Some of these efforts
actuall> %sere begun under Andropor. and. although
the> %seri: scaled dins n during the Chcrnenko inter-
regnum. they have >ielded results. Soviet press state-
merits indicate. for example, that there has been a
marked decrease in absenteeism, lesser industrial
accidents, and less shodds uork.n

Gorbaches also has replaced great man> senior
economic managers uith people mote receptive to his
policies and has shifted several top officials it ith
proven track records in the defense industries to kes
civilian rusts. And, in an attempt to root out bureau-
cratic inertia, he has begun to push through organila-
luinal measures, including the establishment of a
high-level bureau to maws: cis ilia n machinery pro-
duction. "[hew changes are reflected in our oun
measures of Swim industrial prixhiction. uhich shou
i n upturn in the rate of grouth of output and an even
more marked recover> in productivii> grins th.

(iorbaches has stressed_ bout:set% that the success or
failure of his econotme program iner the longer terns
will depend on fundamental improsements in the
countr>'s production bate	 in his ow n words. —the
structural transforma t utu of the econom>. In la> ing
out his program last summer and fall. Gorbaches
pr..rosett

• [)inkling retirement rates ot capital stock to aceel-
Crate I he replacement of obsolete 	 ti) more

efficient machmer>

• %loth:miring the nation's stock of plant and et/Mr-

/non st that b> PPM a third ot ii. including up til
Ii., ll 01 the machmer> portion. is M:u. i %lecting this
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Figure 2
USSR: Trends In Key . Economic indicators When
Gurbaches Took (her
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target for machinery renewal would require an
annual rate of growth of 15 percent or more in the
machinery portion of new fixed investment.'

• Increasing capital investment in civilian machine
building in the period 1986-90 by 80 percent over
that of 1981-85.

Thc qualitative side of Gorbachev's stra teas emphip
sins development of the industries that provide the
advanced equipment for industrial modernitation
especially machine tools, robots. flexible manufactur-
ing systems. microelectronics. and computers. In his
II June 1985 address tu a special conference on
science and technolog) one of his first 111:11or speech-
es after becoming General Secretary he called for
"revolutionar) changes- in the country's approach to
technolog) and its use in industry. Ile stressed that
research and development IRS: lb institutes must em-
s:env:au more on applied research. declaring that the
"major ueaknes. iii indust i i.il selelICC Is its isolation
frinn product ion.

The 1986-90 Plan: Unclear Signals
The draft economic guidelines for 1986-90 that acre
issued in early November 1985 set ambitious targets.
but the goals acre not as high as those implied earlier
by Gorbachev. GNP is slated to grow at roughly 3.5
percent per year in 1986-90 and about 5 percent per
year in I (>91-zrino. rates not achieved in more than a
decade.

Industry. agriculture. and other producing sectors aill
be hard pressed to meet the targets in the five-year
plan (INK According to the FYP guidelines, invest.
theft is slated to rise 1* only about 3.5 to 4 percent
per year the same as GNP. The investment target is
abose the rate of recent years. but it is clearly

Sc	 rt.4 VUNts!..1 Loge 1.11" w
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insufficient to meet Gorbachev's stated goals for
increasing investment in the machinery sector while
taking cure of other critical sectors such as energy.
transportation, and ferrous metallurgy. To meet the
plan goals, the guidelines call for sharp increases in
productivity • increases far greater than those
achieved during the past two FYPs and also estab-
lish what seem to be unrealistic goals for energy and
raw material savings.

The reason for the low investment target in the 1986-
90 Plan is unclear. The fact that Gorbachev remand-
ed the draft guidelines at least three times before they
were issued and that no investment data were given.
other than the overall growth target, strongly suggests
that the issue of resource allocation was a difficult
onc. Gorbachev may have faced opposition from
economic planners . ninny of whom have been or may
soon be replaced- • who were worried that the econo-
my could not produce the investment goods needed to
meat Gorbachev's modernization goals and at the
same time achieve targets for military procurement
and output of consumer durables: he may also have
been opposed by managers in sectors that were not
favored by the plan. Support for such a position could
have come from some members of the military out of
concern that establishing a higher investment target
would result in an unacceptable Nlitleefe on military
procurement

The 1986 Plan: Emphasis on Modernization
Whatever the reason for the low investment target
given in the published 19n6-90 guidelines. (iorbav he%
made sure that investment support for modernifation
was on center stage in the )986 annual plan that was
issued three weeks later. The 198t, growth target for
new fixed investment is 7.n percent twice the aver-
age annual rate specified in the plan for the 1986•90
period as a w hole. Within the total for new fixed
investment, investment in civilian machinery to meet
the machinery output goals is slated ti : grins t)
whopping 30 percent. Moreover. in apparent contrast
to Gorbachev's previous statements that the share of
investment in energy would be held constant. the
plan calls for investment in •ill extraction to grow by

iomprer•

31 percent, in the coal sector by 27 percent. and in the
electric power sector by 24 percent.

• It is twit clear whether the machine-building and
metalworking tM BMWt sector will be able to meet all
of the demands placed on it to support the modernita-
don goals as well as the Energy and Food Programs
while at the same time satisfying the requirements for
consumer durables and military hardware, the other
two major claimants on the sector's output. According
to our estimates, achieving the growth targets for
investment goods alone would require an additional
10-11 billion rubles of machinery supplies in 1986. 
the largest machinery increase ever Planned.

By reducing the stock of uninstalled equipment and
the backlog of unfinished construction, and by in-
creasing machinery imports from the industrial West
and Eastern Europe. the Soviets arc probably hoping
to obtain new plant and equipment without relying
exclusively on domestic production. Success in accel-
erating capital assimilation would give a one-shot
boost toward meeting equipment modernization goals.
For example. pronounced success in reducing the
stock of uninstalled equipment might free 2-3 billion
rubles of new machinery. Once the surplus stocks
Live been mobilized, however, inventor) drawdowns
are no longer a source of additional machinery. Some
increase in machinery imports is also certain. Rut the
absolute gains will not be large compared with Soviet
needs because of the leadtimes involved in contract
negotiations with Western suppliers, the deterioration
in the I. SSR's hard currency position, and the reluc-
tance of East I • uropean countries to provide the
machtners they need at home.'

Whether the powerful start the 1986 Plan gives to the
modernization program will be sustained throughout
the lite-year period is still questionable. If the Soviets
stick to the investment target in the draft guidelines
and II investment in 1986 grows at 7 h percent as
planned. investment during IOV-00 would have to
grow at onls 2 to 311 percent per year to Meet the
I'M 6 - 90 Plan target.	 cutback to these levels in the
late tosos is unlikely. however: investment rising at
this rate would It,11 support industrial inodcrowation

4
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on the scale Gorbachev has been talking about.
Moreover. if he comes reasonablv close to achieving
his 1986 target it would be uncharacteristic of him to
back awn) from his moderni/ation program in
19/17-90.

Thc apparent disconnect between the 1986 Plan and
the 19116-90 Plan ma) have been a consequence of the
fact that by last summer b) the time (iorbachev had
completed a number of ke) personnel changes and
announced the basic programmatic goals the draft
uf the 1986-90 Plan was alread) in a relativel) late
stage of preparation. Although he repeatedly remand.
ed the draft 1:YP. he ma) have concentrated his
efforts • insofar as specific performance targets were
concerned on the 1986 Plan, in the belief that he
would have further opportunities to push through
adjustments to the five-year targets. One clue to his
thinking in this regard ma) have been the specific
criticism he voiced public!) in September that he
was remanding the draft because, among other things,
it did not set the initial )car targets high enough.

I	 I

Implications for Defense

Gorbachev's plan for refurbishing the eountrv's indus-
trial base through ihe massive replacement of machin.
ery and equipment will certain!) invoke increased
competition with the defense sector for man) of the
resources used in the production of weapons. We do 	
not know how far he will go in emphasiiing modern.
inition of civil industr) us opposed to defense indus-
try. but we have good evidence that the Soviets arc
aware of the heavy resource constraints that defense
requirements place on the modernitation program

In the past. Soviet officials have made oak infrequent
references to constraints imposed on economic growth
b) defense requirements. Usually. they have gone out
of their wa) to disabuse Washington of the notion
that they need arms control for economic reasons.
Some of the recent statements were obviousb intend-
ed to come to the attention of the United States and
the West Europeans during the arms control negotia-
tions and, in the weeks before the November 1985
summit. probabb to spread the idea that Gorbachev
was holding off pressure from hardliners and that the
United States needed to make concessions to help
him a longstanding Soviet tactic./

The	 mpetition will be partieularl) intense in the
m BMW sector, which has traditionall) borne a large
portion of the defense burden In recent scam, we
estimate that about 25 to 30 percent of MBMW
output has been going to the militar). The competi-
tion for resources used in NIBMW will take place on
several fronts.

• 	 l,.rI C 'apd. ill Implicit in Gorbachev's call for
increased output of atisanced machiner) is the

1 . :	 .••,:	 • ..a ••,•.•	 .•	 :n 01, r..p,iing 111:1114:
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competition in the absence of rapid plant expan-
sion fur modern workspace at production facili-
ties. In this connection. robots. computer-nuineri•
eallym:ontrolled machine tools. computer-aided
design systems. flexible manufacturing systems.
and other highly automated manufacturing systems
arc important for the production of both the ad-
vanced manufacturing equipment needed for boost-
ing industrial productivity and sophisticated weap-
on systents.

• Bask Materials. Chemicals and metals are used in
producing both weapons and advanced inaehinerY•
Industrial ministries that produce these products
have recovered somewhat from their poor perfor-
mance in the late 1970s and early 190s but are still
not meeting production targets.

• Intermediate "duets. Engineering plastic,. ad-
vanced composite materials. electronic components.
and microprocessors are in high demand in the
defense industry and. as nivxlernization proceeds.
will be needed increasingly by civil industry as well.
These products. however. are in short supply.

• Labor. Both the defense industry and coil industry
require highly skilled workers. particularly comput-
er technicians and software engineers.

Factory Capacity Mailable
Competition for factory Ilitorspace and investment
goods in the slow run has been mitigated by the
substantial expansion and upgrading of defense-indus-
trial plants that has taken place since the mid-170s.
The first indications of comprehensive programs to
modernize weapons productiim facilities occurred us
the tank and aircraft industries during the car))
1970s. Industrywide efforts to reequip weapon assent-
bly plants accelerated in the late 10 -0,. and tie
believe a large portion of the hest domestically pro-
duced machinery was delivered to defense industry
during this period. In addition, the defense sector N

helped by a surge in clandestine and open acquisition
or Western manulacturing equipment. I loor.qva ‘e in
the defense industries continui.• to increase. a:though
not at the rate at re*. rut years

As a result of this investment in defense industry.
almost all or the production capacity required to
support Sin jet force modernization through the rest of
the decade is already in place. Our calculations
sugge.t, for example, that almost no additional invest-
ment in plant and equipment is needed to manufac-
ture the military hardware that we believe will be
produced in 19SO-Ntt. Thus, military production would
not be constrained in the near term by a reallocation
of new lived investment in favor of civilian %IRMA'
and other priority sectors. Shifting the employment of
equipment in plants that produce both defense and
nondefense goods from defense to civilian output
would be difficult and costly. and would have only a
small impact on defense output. Even in the longer
term. roughly S5 percent of the capacity required to
turn out the military equipment projected to be
produced in I i was available at the end of 19/15.
Some investment in defense industry. moreover, will
no doubt continue, adding new capacity with greater
capabilities.

%wilds. Intermediate Goods. and Labor
While the Soviets have the production capacity to
maintain or even increase the current level of weapons
production. the high targets for civilian machinery
wi ll 'Mir competition for labor and material inputs
used in the production process. Some trade-offs are
likely at the margin between military and civilian
production. The nature of this competition is shown in
table 2. which goes our judgments on particular
resources: the degree to which they are needed in
civilian XIIV.1/41W. their availability in non-MBMW
'sectors of the econoin. and the ease with which they
owild he shifted from defense industries to civilian
\11.1‘1W.

High-quality steel and energy. for esample. will be in
great demand to manul.tcture machtnes needed for
both intlustrul modernization and weapon production.
I he high Lugo. the Sot wts hate set for machinery
Production will place s t Tenuous demands on t he fer-
rous metals branch. an industry that has been doing

205S
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poorly in recent years and apparently is slated to
receive little. if any. increase in investment during.the
12th 1:1T. The energy situation. meanwhile. is likely
to be tight even though investment in the sector is
climbing

Thc competition for human resources could be even
more intense. Extensive underemployment exists in
the Soviet economy, and Gorbachev may hope he can
support his modernization program by mobilizing
currently underemployed engineers and labor. But
shortages of skilled workers persist in the USSR in
several areas critical to both defense and moderniza-
tion for example, systems analysts and, to a lesser
degree. computer programers and some kinds of engi-
neers and skilled machinists. The most immediate
source of additional specialists for civil machine build-
ing is a reallocation of the employe:4:N working on the
defense side of M BM W

Capitalizing on Sunk Costs
In view of the massive investment already made in
defense plant capacity and the powerful precedents of
military priority against the near-term requirements
of civilian NI BM W , we believe that the Sot iets will
move ahead with most of the military modernization
that the Intelligence Community has projected
through the 19K0s. As noted in this paper. nearly all
of the major systems ex pected to be delivered to the
forces in the next several years already are being built
on fully equipped final assembly lines. The lilacklack
bomber. the SC-27 fighter, the SS-25 ICBM. and the
T-XII tanks, for example. hate all entered produvona.
and, although the SS-X-24 ICBM is not yet in
production, the necessary capacity is ready and the
production machinery installed.

Competition for basic materials. intermediate goods.
and skilled labor might cause the pace of production
of some of these new systems to be somewhat slower
and the date of introduction somew hat later than the
Soviet military would prefer hen allowing for suet%
delays. however. the I SSR can prikeed with its
strategic and general purpose programs owr i hc no.1
NeSerdi ) ears ahether the annual rate of pris:ure-
mem spending grits % a hole or (nen declines I or
example. table 1 CI mipares 1051-K5 proninitnin a/

Ma sir weapon systems with representatite lock 0:

Table 3
USSR: Procurement of Selected Weapon Classes

Pe mr1,1r
i,ssn.911

.411

%ItInnigh	 pi....tn.n..uger.: loner ..scr.in nutr.bers in
•Jing.nries,	 nehicr• and nclik.nmet, Inv S,1.0. sin pn•ate
dumb: ! 4,, ,	 arc n.rn s•ni	 tp.ol.!1: 4nd
putsh.r.rd •u,sng !•0;

production of the same systems that are feasible over
the next five years if procurement spending grows at
an average annual rate of less than I percent. The
specific mix of weapons may be somewhat different
!Mille higher. some losAer. Nonetheless. taking into
account the sunk costs and the momentum of ongoing
programs. we beliete these figures reflect the general
level of procurement that still occur during the I 986-

90 ricruod

.Nt these general let els of production, improvements to
Sin lc% strategic forces %Ill bi: substantial. New gener-
ations of land- oni.; sea-based ttaltistic and cruise
missiles recently have entered or till soon enter
production Ns a result, a comprehensive moderniza-
tion of the l SSR's strategic offensit e forces should be
completed by the early loom. Strategic defense force
improtements. although less substantial, also will
permit sustained imprinements in capabilities. At ter
trouble-plagued des elopmeni. strategic defense mis-
siles like the SA- lii and S.1-X- 12 are entering or will
snot enter the ins entory

ontentional lorces a ill undergo a similar upgrade.
I o late-generation fighters. the \l IC ■-2n and St -2".
.ire entering the ill1ellt, q). is 	 new submarines and



warships including the USSR's first full-siaed air-
craft carrier are improving naval capabilities.
Meanwhile, a variett of improved land arms most
notablt the T•64B and T-X0 tanksi are being deploted
to the Ground Forces.)

industrial Modernization ass Key to
Long-Term Military Requirements
Thus. Gorbachev can coast for a few years on the
strength of the USSR's past investment in its milli:1r)
industrial complex without substantial!) impinging on
the USSR's strategic and conventional moderniaation
programs. Barring a major change in the foreign
threat, the military probably will support despite
some rumblings Gorbachev's bask program. This
support probably is due partly to the unlikelihood that
it would interfere xignificantlt with the strategic
moderniaation programs now under %vat. In this
regard, according to a Soviet source. Gorbachev
reported!) reached an accommodation with the mili.
tart. In return for its support. Gorbachev reported!)
gave assurances that certain programs would be unaf-
fected and committed himself to extensive modernita-
lion of facilities for aircraft, naval ships and subma-
rines, and other advanced weapons. This report.
however, dues not address the issue of whether such
moclerniaation activities represent ant change in re-
cent levels of investment.

At least equal!) important. the militart stands to be a
major beneficiart of industrial mtalerniaation. An
example of the militart perspective was contained in
an article in the October 1955 issue of kwrinniniAt
smorit:hennykh sil bt Major General Vast aov:

Today what is required fur Aerial pruiluaiun
cuntempurary weapiim and the nelled combat
equipment is 104 coati-mama/ sir urilmars equip.
mem hut the Inte5r cuntempurari and trequentlt
unique equipment. on, haute fundamental,' urn
Ina trUflseiIi 5.	 MU/. died nith lune
r, shut equipment. the tared genera:loll “rniptder5.

	 I de sable nr,,./se. tom $t stems In whe, aurds.
ha eh Is 	 dopmear or thaw hram hes .4
inagign s ilk the hest f5r.,515e. Is is a il	 n1.1.1

.,aateinp"rais le% howlogi and ',WI .1 /1(001 viali •
Iii •d 1% I Olt	 t•

The much more capable and complex weapon systems
that the USSR will want to deplot in the mid-I990s
and beyond for which plant construction and retool-
ing must be initiated later in the 19g0s will depend
on dramatic improvements in Soviet manufacturing
technologies. Weapons to be introduced in the mid-
1990s will use more sophisticated guidance. sensor,
computer, and communications subsystems, which in
turn require advanced microelectronics design. fabri-
cation. and testing capabilities. Many of these weap-
ons such as new 'generation fighters will usc mate-
rials and structures that require computer-aided
design and manufacturing capabilities that thc Sovi-
ets are just beginning to introduce. In short. if
(orbachev's moderniaation plan pays off in greater
production of better equipment and in higher produc-
tivity in the sectors using MBMW products It> the
late MON. the USSR will be in a better position to 
satisft both militart and civilian demands.

Potential Problems in the Longer Term

In the immediate future, an) tamtroverst that exists
within the civilian and militars leadership regarding
the industrial moderniration plan does not appear
sufficient to challenge Gorbachev politically or In
derail his plans. Ile commands a dominant position in
the Politburo, and remaining critics arc on the delen-
'Ore. A ket Political move to establish control of the
militart establishment was Gorbachev's selection of a
new secretary (appointed to the Politburo at the Part>
Congressito on crsce defense industr>. replicing his

Former rival Grigorit Romano% 4

the need for industrial inotternuation la bolster
noure defense capabilities also has been addressed bt
eteran political leaders tarlt this t ear. for eaample.

Presalent .andret (intuit ko told a‘kestern oator in a
ari s	consersation that the basis of a strong defense
is the econoint and that. con.equetill. the I SSR has

•1
	 Akusuoi...
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made the modernization of the Soviet economy its 	 could begin to appear within the nest year or tuo.
first priority.,	 These might include:

• Changes in defense-industrial capacity: Shifting ex-
isting defense capacity to civilian output would
indicate a strong push for meeting consumer-dura-
ble targets to support labor productivity goals.
.large additions to defense capacity. on the other
hand, would indicate that industrial modernization
was taking a backseat to defense modernization.

The political risks are likely to mount, however. as the
demand for new investment for defense plant and
production equipment rises in the late 19X0s and early
19905. when the Soviets will have to begin tooling up
for the next generation of weapons. Unless Gorba-
ehev's efforts to nioderni/e industry pay off in greater
numbers of more advanced, high-quality equipment
and in substantially increased productivity. the battle
between civilian and defense interests will become
more severe. The militars may be prepared to cope
with the effects of more internal competition for basic
materials and skilled labor as long as the defense.
industrial base exists to support ongoing programs
and modernization enhances the technological canto
bilities of military industry. But minor new weapon
programs will require new production machinery. At
that juncture, the objectives of industrial moderniza-
tion could increase pressures to postpone certain
major defense initiatives an option almost certain to
be unpalatable to a significant portion of the military
and political leadership.

IndIC.11.)rs ot ( iortwchet 's ability to con ti nue ii
priority to the industrial Iliotlerliiiation ptograin

• Major shifts in procurement of military. hardware:
These arc considered highly. unlikely in either direc-
tion but would be a particularly strong indication of
the course of Gorbachev's program.

• Altering investment targets: Backing off could sug-
gest the program was in trouble, while scaling
investment growth up would indicate great momen-
tum behind it

The Foreign Policy Angle

Gorbachev's foreign policy strategy of reengagement
with the nited States appears designed to create an
ens trunnion favorable to his domestic economic strat-
egy. and may even be aimed at neutralizing his
potential political opposition. By promoting a more
relaxed atmosphere and a perception of arms control
opportunities. Gorbachev almost certainly hopes to
encourage dins ['surd pressure tilt IS defense spend-

I S• S‘nicl talks also  i.i the Furopeans
that the -new Sot im leadership.  genuinely wants to
reduce Vast-West tensions and that the growth aid
modernization of the Soviet economy, take precedence
in er military might. Gorbachev probably believes that
an impulsed dialogue will bring about greater access
lo	 esiern teehnology Jnd credits.

11e think the t SSIt recognizes that the near term
eetintimie benefits to ( iorbaelim's industrial modern-
ization plan from an arms control agreement would
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not be great. Much of the plant and machine toss's
already committed to the net strategic systems could
not be readily transferred to civilian machine build-
ing. Strategic weapons absorb lesser ram materials
and are less labor intensive than ground force %%cap-
um. for example, while the high-technology produc-
tion resources devoted to strategic nuclear systems
could be transferred only gradually to civilian
purposes.

Gorbachev and his planners were formulating their
economic targets and guidelines before the summit
took place, and the basic decisions on economic
rci.ources almost certainly mere not made contingent
on the summit or on the expectation of a major
breakthrough in arms control. Decision, on military
production through the next several years mould have
to have been made in the context of overall industrial
production targets.

The arms control proposals emanating from Moscom •
in fact. appear to have been designed to permit the
USSR to proceed mith strategic modernization. The
limits they prescribe for intercontinental launcher,
and reentry vehicles appear tailored to accommodate
the nos Soviet ICBMs and SI.RNIs for which produc-
tion lines already exist, and the lower totals could be
achieved by removal of the large number of older.
mainly silo-based ICBMs and some aging and less
capable earlier generation ballistic missile submit-
rines.1

User the longer term. a compreitensisc arms ointr.,1
agreement. especially an accord that included sizable
reductions in strategic forces and presented or de-
layed deployment of a t S SDI program. mould
provide substantial economic benefits in the I SSR.
Reductions in deployed forces mould enable IIIC

ets to save material and labor, and es en greater
savings mould accrue if the agreements allomed the
Soviets to forgo or postpone the ins estment in ;slant
and equipment for production oi nem Ncapon s)sicfn.

In the meantime. Gorbachev is likely to continue to
play to heightened Western expectations regarding
arms control and general political/economic relations
with the Soviet Union. If this policy is successful, he
mill be in a stronger position to maintain the momen-
tum of his industrial modernization program m hen the
pressure for investment in plant and equipment for
defense programs becomes more intense later in the
1980s.

Futere Ikeision Points

fiorIxtchev faces considerable risks domn the line in
implementing his modernization program. If he tries
to carry out the program without raising overall
investment grovith in 191040. thc impetus to growth
based on the 19n6 Plan is likely to trail off after a few
years. leaving the shortages and disproportions char-
acteristic of an unbalanced plan. In addition, short-
changing the energy sector after I 9$6. particularly
oil, could result in a further sharp decline in produc-
tion. In I g 55. falling oil prices and decreased sales to
the West precipitated a S3.3 billion drop in hard
currency earnings, and is decline of the same magni-
tude is possible this year. Unless the USSR is willing
to underwrite Western imports through massive bor.
rusting which seems unlikely Moscow may be
Mreed to reduce imports of state-of-the-art technology
for its modernization program.

lo forestall such a situation. Gorbachev could decide
to men.: directions anti raise investment toward the
end of the 12th IV P trying to curb the military's
demand for machine-building output and R&D re-
sources. t rnier such is scenario. the military might
become restless. sshik waiting for the deferred im-
prosements in the technological base of military in-
dustry Alternatisely. Gorbachet could free mas:hin-
cry tor the modernization program by reducing the
resources ,siminitted to consumer-durables production
or the I ood Program or by demanding more imports
trolls I • astern I urope. Scaling down resources for the
c•noutiter no& be especially attractise it better-
t haw., s crap: ucather owr the nest less sears resulted
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in unexpected gains in agricultural output. In the
absence of such an upturn. however. hopes fur elicit-
ing greater work effort would probably plummet as
general disillusion set in, with the population seeing
Gorbachev as no more effective than Breihnev or
Chernenko.

Rather than increase investment resources, Gorba-
chev might seek to spur productivit) through other
policy initiatives. He could, for example, permit selec-
tive legalization of private-sector activit). particularly
consumer services. This would indicate aillingness to
depart from economic orthodox) in order to improve
consumer welfare and thereby economic performance.
In addition, although Gorbachev has taken u conser-
vative approach to reform measures so far prefer-
ring to work within the system some of his advisers
have indicated that he might be willing to introduce
bolder measures once his political support has been
solidified.

In sum, major adjustments will have to be made in
Soviet economic policies if Gorbachev hopes to
achieve his economic objectives. Nonetheless. given
the political risks that some or these policies might
involve. Gorbachev ma) well stick to his present
stratcg) as long as at least some progress is being
made toward his industrial modernization goals. We
do not know hos much plan fulfillment would be
enough over the nom few years to:nen substantial
changes in resource allocations or other policies: but
Gorbachev. b) virtue of the personnel changes he has
already made ;as %ell as those that appear to be in tin:
aorkso, probably a ill be an a good position to declare
his program a 	 • Ns esen if the returns are only
moderate.


